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Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 210-255 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 170Q
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/210-255.html2.|2018 Latest 210-255 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNMTN5bVpTMFFJMXM?usp=sharingQUESTION 98At which
stage attacking the vulnerability belongs in Cyber kill chain?A. ExploitationB. ReconnaissanceC. WeaponizationD. Delivery
Answer: AQUESTION 99What is a listening port?A. A port that remains open and waiting for incoming connectionsAnswer:
AQUESTION 100Which of the following is the team that handles the investigation, resolution, and disclosure of security
vulnerabilities in vendor products and services?A. CSIRTB. ICASIC. USIRPD. PSIRTAnswer: DQUESTION 101Which of
the following is not true about listening ports?A. A listening port is a port held open by a running application in order to accept
inbound connections.B. Seeing traffic from a known port will identify the associated service.C. Listening ports use values that
can range between 1 and 65535.D. TCP port 80 is commonly known for Internet traffic.Answer: BQUESTION 102Which of the
following are examples of some of the responsibility of a corporate CSIRT and the policies it helps create? (Choose four)A.
Scanning vendor customer networkB. incident classification and handlingC. Information classification and protectionD.
Information disseminationE. Record retentions and destructionAnswer: BCDEQUESTION 103What is the difference between
deterministic and probabilistic assessment method?A. At deterministic method we know the facts beforehand and at probabilistic
method we make assumptionsB. At probabilistic method we know the facts beforehand and at deterministic method we make
assumptionsC. Probabilistic method has an absolute natureD. Deterministc method has an absolute natureAnswer: AD
QUESTION 104Which of the following is not an example of the VERIS main schema categories?A. Incident trackingB. Victim
demographicsC. Incident descriptionsD. Incident forensics IDAnswer: DQUESTION 105What is Data mapping used for?
(Choose two)A. data accuracy (integrity)B. data availabilityC. data normalizationD. data confidentialityE. data
visualisationAnswer: AEQUESTION 106Which type of intrusion event is an attacker retrieving the robots. txt file from target
site?A. exploitationB. weaponizationC. scanningD. reconnaissanceAnswer: DQUESTION 107Which two potions about
deterministic and probabilistic analysis are true? (Choose two.)A. probabilistic analysis uses data known beforehand and
deterministic analysis is based off assumptions.B. Deterministic analysis uses data known beforehand and probabilistic analysis
based off of assumptions.C. Deterministic analysis is based off of assumptionsD. Probabilistic analysis result in a result that is
definitive.E. probabilistic analysis results in a result that is not definitive.Answer: BEQUESTION 108Refer to exhibit. Which
option is the logical source device for these events? A. web serverB. NetFlow collectorC. proxy serverD. IDS/IPSAnswer: D
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